
Join us on Wednesdays after school 
to play, create, snack, 

& learn The Biggest Story—
the story that God has written 

from creation to proclaim
Jesus Christ, His Son.

Kindergarten–5th grade students

Wednesdays, 3–5pm

Students from Becker Primary & Becker Intermediate

will be met by Becker Baptist Church leaders to walk

over to the church. (On days that the weather is not

conducive to walking, the church van will be used to

transport students from the schools to the church.)

Who:

When:

Drop Off:

Pick Up: Parents will pick up their kids at the church at 5pm.

Format: Kids will start with snack and hangout time and then

rotate through program stations (VBS style) of

games, crafts, and lesson. We will be using The

Biggest Story Storybook Bible curriculum from

Crossway Publishing.

DETAILS

Becker Baptist ChurchWhere:



IMAGO is the Latin word for image. In the Christian

tradition, IMAGO is followed by DEI, meaning God.

IMAGO DEI: the image of God. 

That is what we, as humans, are. We are made in the

image of God (Genesis 1:27). We know that God

doesn’t make mistakes, and that everyone has the

important distinction of bearing God’s image. Every

person displays God’s very fingerprint. 

Our desire at Becker Baptist Church is to reinforce and

proclaim that great truth to every kid that walks

through the doors of IMAGO Kids. 

Register your kids now at the Welcome Center or

online at www.beckerbaptist.org/welcomecenter/. 

At this time we are limiting registration to 50 kids to

ensure a sufficient ratio of adult volunteers to kids.

There is no cost to register.

NEXT STEPS FOR PARENTS

Pray that kids from Christian families will encourage

their friends from school to join them and learn the

great truths that make up the Biggest Story. 

Pray that biblical literacy will increase in our

community and that more image bearers will come

to know the One whose image they bear.

PRAY WITH US

WHY "IMAGO" KIDS?


